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ABSTRACT 

 

ATMs introduced with the view to automate the operation of the banks and create competitive 

advantage in the banking industry. The purpose of the study was to measure customer satisfaction 

with ATM banking. The data collected was analyzed by use of descriptive statistics, correlation 

analysis and multiple regressions. The finding revealed that, out of 450 ATM card users where over 

half are fairly satisfied with ATM services from their respective bank. All ATM service quality 

attributes associated with technology have been perceived good performers, while all attributes 

associated with employee performance and management functionality have been perceived not so 

good in performance. The results have further found that all service quality significantly correlate 

with customer satisfaction except three items under responsiveness.  The result from multiple 

regressions also confirms also all service quality attributes used in the study significantly influences 

customer satisfaction. Therefore, the results designate that for banks to remain competitive through 

ATM banking efforts should be exerted in providing responsive ATM services. 
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CHAPTER ONE: BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY 

4.2 Introduction 

The evolution of payments in recent history has gone from cash to cheques, and then to payment cards 

such as credit cards and debit cards (Batiz, 2015). Debit cards are the most rapidly growing method of 

payments in several countries around the world (Pierce, 2001). The idea behind the ATM was to automate 

the duties of a bank teller which subsequently removed the face-to-face interaction between the customer 

and the bank teller. The customer use plastic cards with magnetic strips to access their bank accounts. The 

identity of the customer is verified by them entering their personal identification number (PIN) up on 

request by the ATM. Upon verification the customer is then able to gain access into the main computer at 

the bank via the communication link for the transaction to be completed. ATMs may either be on premise 

or off premise depending on their location. 

The ATM was acquainted with the view with mechanize the tasks of the banks and in this manner lessen 

the requirement for bank employees and over the long-haul decrease costs. Accuses presented of ATM 

administration was likewise observed as a method for expanding benefits for the banks There were 

numerous difficulties related in the presentation of ATM and furthermore there were similarly various 

advantages and downsides that were related with this innovation. One of the points of banks in bringing 

the ATM was to decrease clog in the banks and improve administration conveyance to the client yet long 

lines and untrustworthy ATM administration appear to describe this generally sincere 

 

1.2 ATMs in Ethiopian Banks 

Automated teller machine were first introduced in Ethiopia in 2001, with the Commercial Bank of 

Ethiopia being the pioneers in this kind of service to the banking sector Wubshiet Mulugeta , Technical 

Manager PMO Office (2020). This was done so as to enable customers have a 24- hour access to their 

money and hence improve customer satisfaction. 

Except for the few banks that are part of the premium Switch Solution (PSS) and Etswitch (Ethiopian 

National payment switch), bank ATMs are only for their own clients. Currently, there are only a few 

agreements in place to share ATM resources. The first was the Premium Switch Solution (PSS) and the 

second is National Switch, which was established by National bank and the prime minster to all 

government owned and private banks, and PSS start with three banks in 2010, with a capital of 165 million 

Br, and now has six member banks, including: Awash International Bank S.C. (AIB), United Bank S.C., 

Nib international Bank S.C. (NIB), Berhan International Bank S.C. (BIB), Addis International Bank (ADB) 
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and the Cooperative Bank of Oromia S.C. (CBO).The PSS now has 214 ATMs. Zemen bank attempted to 

become part of the PSS arrangement, but it was rebuffed largely due to disagreements with its single 

branch approach at the time. The bank, now with 125 machines of its own, has an agreement with Dashen 

Bank, which has 355 machines, 120 of them outside Addis Ababa. Out of the 530 ATMs under the PSS, 

Awash and United banks own 120 and 70 ATMs, respectively, with NIB owning 20 and Berhan Bank 

just four (Fortune Vol 15, No. 7062). The PSS is benefiting member banks and their clients by allowing 

customer through the use of different ATM machines by member banks more than other banks owning 

their own ATM only for their own client. 

Cash machines are relatively new to Ethiopia, but their number is growing quickly, with banks eager to 

ease access for their customers. A fair distribution of the ATMs in areas convenient to the customers 

(shopping malls, filling stations and supermarkets) does have an effect on the satisfaction of customers 

due the convenience of bringing banking closer to the customers (www.atmgurus.com). Here under the 

researcher tried to mention those banks currently owning their own ATM and those using shared ATM 

through PSS. 

 

Bank Number of ATM 

Machine 

Number of ATM 

Card 

holder 

% 

CBE 1250 8,000,000 65.3 

Abay Bank 210 100,133 2 

Dashen Bank 355 303,045 4.2 

Zemen Bank 125 110,500 2 

Awash International 

Bank 

603 578,000 16.2 

Enat Bank 52 50,850 1.7 

United Bank 305 115,000 2 

http://www.atmgurus.com/
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Nib International 

Bank 

302 205,000 3.8 

Bunna International 75 56,000 1 

Abyssinia bank 420 200,000 1.8 

Total 3697 9,513,528 100 

 

Table 1.1: Banks owning their own ATM only for their client only 
 

Source: Ethiopian Banks website and their Year 2019 annual report 

However, despite the Bank’s effort to improve access for its customers by increasing the number of 

machines, network failure, due to service breakdown from the country’s sole telecommunications service 

provider, Ethio – telecom, and internal network problems, are the challenges faced by commercial banks 

in successful service delivery and distribution of ATM throw-out the country. 

 

1.3 Statement of the Problem 

Automated teller machine (ATM) banking is the second famous access channel to banking administrations 

behind branch banking in Ethiopia which offers upper hand in the presentation and utilization of ATM 

arrangement of banking has gotten distinctive insight. One of the perspectives is that, it might not have 

truly made consumer loyalty for bank customers, and the other is that, it might have. Regardless of the 

relative multitude of benefits of the ATMs, clients still grumbling of deficiencies on the utilization of the 

framework. The effect of Automated Teller Machine can’t be overlooked if significant objectives and 

destinations are relied upon to be accomplished. 

Prior to the introduction of ATMs, there was a need for face-to-face interaction between the customer and 

the bank teller in issues of funds withdrawals; account inquiries and funds transfer between accounts. The 

bank’s costs at that time included wages for tellers and back-office personnel and the cost of maintaining 

premises. However, as customers become more comfortable with this new technology they began 

demanding for more convenience and high-quality services. With the coming of ATMs, the banks were of 

the view that ATM banking would save time and money as it was expected to reduce congestion in the 

banks as clients would not be in a hurry to beat the closing time for the banking business and hence spend 

more productivity time at their working places instead of spending long hours in queues. The banks were 
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also of the view that this service would improve customer relations, reduce employee overtime hours and 

improve profitability in the long run due to reduction in costs as a result of a reduction in the number of 

bank tellers and also as a result of bank charges from the provision of the ATM service. Heli (2006) 

confirmed this assertion when he held that the use of electronic means of payment has increased at the 

expense of paper-based payment instruments. 

This was also expected to generate loyalty and customer satisfaction on the part of the client. The customer 

also expected 24-hour accessibility to their money and less time spent away from their work places. In 

short, they expected accurate and efficient services. In bringing up the ATM technology, banks portrayed 

the use of ATMs to be more superior in the delivery of service as compared to the use of cashiers. Looking 

at the many queues that characterize the premises of several banks at sometimes, it may be inferred that the 

quality-of-service delivery through the use of these ATMs may be greatly affected and hence the need to look 

at the effectiveness of this technology.  

There are also some instances when customers would prefer to queue up in the bank even when the ATMs 

are operational and no customers are in sight using the facility. People do not believe that they can go and 

collect many without talking to anybody, hence, instead of using ATMs, they prefer to go to bank premises 

to get the service (https://allaboutethio.com). Cash machines are relatively new to Ethiopia, but their 

number is growing Quickly, with banks eager to ease access for their customers. However, despite the 

bank’s effort to improve access for its customers by increasing the number of machines, ATM users are 

still feeling the brunt of the consequence of unreliable service 

CBE website dated August 20, 2020 published a title “Cashless ATM”, indicating public disappointment 

on ATM service in Ethiopia. Further in Fortune Newspaper stated customers are also facing problem of 

disproportional ATM concentration. In the newspaper Ato Abei Sano, the CEO Commercial Bank of 

Ethiopia said over ATM distribution, there are a limited number of ATM machines in the country and you 

find six to seven ATM machines concentrated at some malls and then none at others, which shows there 

is a poor resource utilization. “The ATM machines are bought for at least half a million Birr and the poor 

distribution of machines is a waste,” he told CBE media House and Fortune. He also told there will be 

huge change in the future coming years. 

Despite huge investment and Bank’s effort to improve access for its customers by increasing the number 

of ATMs, there are also a number of instances when customers would prefer to use bank premises to get 

service even when ATMs are operational and no customers are in sight using the ATMs. There is a general 

outcry from bank customers that the quality of ATM banking service has not been up to their expectations. 

https://allaboutethio/
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1.4 Research Questions 

This research will therefore try to answer the following questions: 

 

1. Is there a significant relationship between perceived ATMs Service quality attributes and customer 

satisfaction among ATM banking customers under study? 

2. Are ATMs offering the level of Service quality customer expects for their continued preference to other 

modes of accessing banking service? 

3. Is there any relationship between Service quality dimensions perceived by customers and customer 

satisfaction in ATM banking services? 

4. And to what extent do those Service quality dimension perceived by customer effects customer 

satisfaction in banking service? 

 

1.5 Hypothesis 

 For question number one the study used descriptive statistical analysis method, hence does not 

enquire hypothesis. 

 There is no significant relationship between perceived ATMs SQ attributes and customer 

satisfaction among ATM card holders. 

 There is significant relationship between perceived ATMs SQ attributes and customer satisfaction 

among ATM card holders. 

 There is no significant relationship between perceived SQ dimension and customer satisfaction 

among ATM card holders. 

  There is significant relationship between perceived SQ dimensions and customer satisfaction 

among ATM card holders. 

 SQ dimensions perceived by customers does not have significant influences on customer satisfaction. 

  SQ dimensions perceived by customers does have significant influences on customer satisfaction 

 

1.6 Research Objectives 

Against this background of relying on bank premises service, unreliable service, this research will 

evaluate the effectiveness of the ATM in terms of the following. 

i. To asses customers’ satisfaction with ATM banking in commercial banks. 
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ii. To identify problem associated and areas that needs improvement in ATM banking. 

iii. To offer valuable suggestion to improve service quality and make ATM banking the most preferred 

channel to access banking service. 

1.7 The Significance of the Study 

i. The customer will benefit in terms of improved service and reduced time spent at the banks hence 

resulting in customer satisfaction and customer confidence in the banking sector. 

ii. Banks formulate strategy and policy in terms of future investment in this type of technology as well as 

in trying to improve the quality of service to be given to customers as well as reducing cost. 

1.8 Scope of the Research 

This study was restricted to the city of Addis Ababa which has large concentration of ATM and 

focusing on those banks with reasonable number of card holder and to fairly represent the card 

holder population in the city. 

1.9 Limitation of the Study 

The following factors could serve as limitation during the course of writing this project; 

Inadequate materials: This is another constraint to execute the work more effectively 

due to paucity of data such as; journals, newspaper, seminars etc.(iv) 

Attitude of respondents: The attitude of the respondents to the study could not 

encourage and this will affect the study. 
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

2.1 Introduction 
 

In the past part, the meaning of the investigation just as the difficult articulation and goals of the 

examination were taken a gander at. This part investigates writings, composed by various writers, on 

the advantages of ATM banking in monetary assistance conveyance. 

In the help area, innovation has been utilized to normalize administrations by lessening the 

worker/client interface (Quinn, 1996). The computerized teller machine (ATM) is one of the 

mechanical advances that achieved change in the manner banks offer an assistance to their clients. 

This sort of innovation has an orientation on help quality (SQ) and consumer loyalty level. 

ATMs network contributed essentially in performing the vast majority of the clients’ monetary 

administrations in a solid manner (Giannakoudi, 1999). As indicated by Mcandrews (2003) ATMs 

can offer huge benefits to the two banks and clients. The machines can empower investors to pull out 

and store cash at more advantageous occasions and places than during banking hours at branches. 

Simultaneously, via mechanizing administrations that were recently finished physically, ATMs can 

lessen the expenses of adjusting some client requests. These potential benefits are duplicated when 

banks share their ATMs with others, permitting investors of different banks to get to their records 

through a bank’s ATM. 

For an individual to utilize ATMs, they ought to be modest, usability, mystery and security. Be that 

as it may, wellbeing identified with protection and security. In regard to the ATMs administration 

costs, there are some assortments in the appropriate expenses. A few banks charge their client a few 

expenses against the utilization of their ATMs. Then again, a few banks acquaint the ATMs benefits 

free with their clients. In regard to the sharing ATMs, the ATM bank’s proprietor is generally charging 

those clients who hold different banks cards. In this unique circumstance, Mcandrews (2003) 

contended that the choice by banks to share their ATMs is part of the way dictated by the terms under 

which various banks concur on. Specifically, there are a few costs that can be charged to or gathered 

by the three primary gatherings associated with an ATM exchange, the cardholder or the client, the 

cardholder’s bank, and the ATM proprietor. 
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2.2 Financial Service Delivery 
 
A help is any demonstration or execution that one gathering can offer to another that is basically 

immaterial and doesn’t bring about the responsibility for (Kotler, 2002). Here administrations are 

taken a gander at with regards to monetary conveyance utilizing ATMs. The banks are presently 

offering monetary types of assistance through ATMs and this is taken a gander at to perceive what 

well this office means for administration conveyance. An assistance should be steady, simple to 

utilize and deliberately applied. The ATM attempts to portray this via offering a support for past the 

ordinary financial hours of a bank. 

Monetary assistance conveyance includes the utilization of banks and other monetary establishments 

to satisfy their commitments towards their clients using offices like the web, phone and ATMs. 

Advancement of new and more effective preparing and conveyance channels just as more imaginative 

items and administrations have come up because of monetary progression and innovation upheaval. 

This has brought about the banks endeavoring to offer types of assistance of exclusive requirements. 

The assistance ventures when all is said in done and the monetary administrations specifically have 

commonly been enormous financial backers in data innovation. Time factor in the conveyance of an 

assistance is of foremost significance as clients don’t care for investing a great deal of energy holding 

back to be taken care of. For example, in a bank, clients dislike invests a great deal of energy on lines. 

The ATM was accordingly presented determined to resolve this issue of investing a great deal of 

energy in the bank. Banks previously utilized the ATM as a promoting device as to offering a 24 

hours banking administration in any case, are presently utilizing it for the arrangement of new and 

better administrations to the clients, for example, cell phone talk time top up and utility installments. 

The ATM as an advancement has both cycle and item attributes. As an interaction, it gets mechanized 

conveyance of administration instead of those recently offered by bank employees on a bank counter 

just as offering administrations not recently offered, for example, 24 hours administration, unfamiliar 

money arrangement abroad and cash arrangement in regions far off to the bank premises like public 

region and inns. One viewpoint that is an extraordinary test in overseeing administrations is 

overseeing quality. 
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2.3 Service Quality and Its Measurement 
 

Quality has been defined differently by different authors. Some prominent definitions include 

‘conformance to requirements’ (Crosby, 1984), ‘fitness for use’ (Juran, 1988) or ‘one that satisfies 

the customer’ (Eiglier and Langeard, 1987). As per the Japanese production philosophy, quality 

implies ‘zero defects’ in the firm’s offerings. Quality has come to be recognized as a strategic tool 

for attaining operational efficiency and improved business performance (Anderson and Zeithaml, 

1984; Babakus and Boller, 1992; Garvin, 1983; Philips, Chang and Buzzell, 1983). This is true for 

the service sector too. 

Several authors have discussed the unique importance of quality to serve firms (e.g., Normann, 1984; 

Shaw, 1978) and have demonstrated its positive relationship with profits, increased market share, 

return on investment, customer satisfaction, and future purchase intention (Anderson, Fornell and 

Lehmann 1994; Boulding et al., 1993; Buzzell and Gale, 1987; Rust and Oliver, 1994). One obvious 

conclusion of these studies is that firms with superior quality products outperform those marketing 

inferior quality products. 

Theoretically customers’ perception of service consists of two dimensions. Berry and Parasuraman 

(1990) distinguish a process and an outcome dimension. Of the five dimensions of quality, reliability 

is primarily concerned with the service outcome, whereas the rest are primarily concerned with the 

service process. However, all five dimensions emphasize the customer’s perception of the service 

(functional quality) rather than the service provider’s view of how the service should be delivered 

(technical quality). 

Gronroos (2001) however makes a distinction between functional and technical quality. The process 

of functional quality refers to how the service is delivered whereas technical quality which is an 

outcome refers to what customers receive (the benefits of using the service). In the case of the ATM, 

how cash is processed is a functional benefit whereas effectiveness, less time spent on an ATM, easy 

to use and efficiency over the traditional methods are known as technical benefit. 

Some of the complaints that come from the customer are as a result of customers not knowing some 

of the technical aspects of an ATM whose source of problems are various. Some problems 

connected to ATM faults may require the attention of either the service provider, the bank or the 

communications company to intervene whereas the customer may view the problem differently due 
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to lack of adequate knowledge on the operations of an ATM. 

Various definitions of the term ‘service quality’ have been proposed in the past and, based on different 

definitions; different scales for measuring service quality have been put forward. SERVQUAL and 

SERVPERF constitute two major service quality measurement scales. 

Empirical studies evaluating validity, reliability, and methodological soundness of service quality 

scales clearly point to the superiority of the SERVPERF scale. The diagnostic ability of the scales, 

however, has not been explicitly explicated and empirically verified in the past. 

It is the SERVQUAL scale which outperforms the SERVPERF scale by virtue of possessing higher 

diagnostic power to pinpoint areas for managerial interventions in the event of service quality 

shortfalls. 

(Juan and Gupta 2004) in their study demonstrated the major managerial implication of the 

measurements: 

• Because of its psychometric soundness and greater instrument parsimoniousness, one should 

employ the SERVPERF scale for assessing overall service quality of a firm. The SERVPERF scale 

should also be the preferred research instrument when one is interested in undertaking service quality 

comparisons across service industries. 

• On the other hand, when the research objective is to identify areas relating to service quality 

shortfalls for possible intervention by the managers, the SERVQUAL scale needs to be preferred 

because of its superior diagnostic power. 

However, one serious problem with the SERVQUAL scale is that it entails gigantic data collection 

task. Employing a lengthy questionnaire, one is required to collect data about consumers’ 

expectations as well as perceptions of a firm’s performance on each of the 22 in our case 25 service 

quality scale attributes. Addition of importance weights can further add to the diagnostic power of 

the SERVQUAL scale, but the choice needs to be weighed against the additional task of data 

collection. Collecting data on importance scores relating to each of the However, less tedious 

approach (SERVPERF), employed by the researchers to ease the data collection task and to 

successfully achieve our research objective. 
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2.4 ATM Service Quality Attributes 
Associations know that nature of administration delivered or gave declares key intensity in unique 

business climate. Writing gives critical connection between nature of administration and firms’ 

presentation dependent on improved usefulness, expanded portion of the overall industry, upgraded 

clients’ fascination and devotion, improved staff spirit and supported productivity (Lassar W. M., 

Manolis C., and Winsor R. D., 2000). 
Utilization of ATM has gotten extremely honorable and mainstream among clients as helpful method of 

Banking Transactions. This mechanical development has changed the Banking Business. The benefits and 

advantages of utilizing ATM have given new impulsion in elements of nature of administration and Banks are 

offering new decisions to clients. The normally utilized model, SERVQUAL (Parasuraman et al.,1988), 

SERVPERF (Cronin and Taylor, 1992) and BANKSERV, a model created by Avkiran (1994) in light of 

SERVQUAL, relies upon the comparative component of SQ that incorporates physical assets, unwavering 

quality, responsiveness, sympathy and confirmation. Notwithstanding, contingent upon the item and 

additionally administration under examination the qualities in every one of the measurements have 

been extraordinary. 

A few observational examinations have distinguished and checked various basic components inside 

the five measurements for ATM SQ. 

The ascribes of ATM SQ distinguished by observational scientists incorporates the accompanying 25 

things: 

 

• User amicability of ATM frameworks (Joseph and Stone, 2003; Lovelock, 200) 

 
• Speed of ATM tasks (Patricio et al., 2003; Yavas et al., 2004) 

 

 

• Cash accessibility in ATMs (Dilijonas et al., 2009) 
 

 

• Accuracy of exchanges by ATMs (Dilijonas et al., 2009, Shamsdouha et al., 2015) 

 

 
• ATMs not faulty (Islam et al., 2015; Patricio et al., 2003; Howcroft, 1991) 

 

 

• Waiting time at ATMs (Mountihno and Brownlie, 1989) 
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• Employee adequacy in taking care of ATM issues (Islam et al., 2015) 

 

• Returning quick gulped cards (Islam et al., 2015) 

 
• Quick substitution of lost cards, bank representatives neighborliness and security at ATMs 

(Al Hawari and Ward, 2006; Dilijonas et al., 2009; Islam et al. , 2015; Joseph and Stone, 

2003;Shamsdoha et al., 2015),Fees charged (Athanassopoulos, 2000; Dilijonas et al, 2009) 

 

• Convenient area (Al Hawari and Ward, 2006; Dilijonas et al., 2009; Islam et al. , 2015; Joseph 

and Stone, 2003; Lovelock, 2000; Moutihino and Brownie, 1989) 

• Accessablity of worker to tackle ATM issues, simple admittance to ATMs ; Joseph and Stone, 

2003) 

• Advise on ATM use and security, protection when utilizing ATMs (Shamsdoha et al., 2015) 

• Easy cycle of applying for ATM cards, tidiness of ATMs and ATM sations, appearance of 

corporate marking on ATMs, giving of perfect or new notes (Islam et al., 2015) 

 

• Issuing or meaningful slips, openness of a wide scope of administrations through ATMs and 

the quantity of ATMs per ATM areas ( Dilijonas et al., 2009; Islam et al. , 2015; Joseph and Stone, 

2003; Lovelock, 2000) 

 

 
This investigation receives the over 25 ATM SQ credits approved by observational specialists for 

estimating consumer loyalty with ATM banking administration in chose business banks in Ethiopia. 

The previously mentioned administration quality can likewise be grouped in to five assistance quality 

measurement involved Tangible (6 things), dependability (6 things), responsiveness (6 things), 

affirmation (3 things) and sympathy (4 things) the five SQ measurements given by Parasuraman et 

al. (1988). 

 

2.5. Dimension of ATMs Service Quality 
 
 

The comprehension from this survey exhibits that SQ measurements are the beginning stage and it 

necessitates that thing in each measurement be appropriately characterized and tried for their 

legitimacy to gauge SQ specifically study setting. Parasuraman, Berry and Zeithmal (1998) arranged 
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help quality into five measurements specifically: dependability, physical assets, responsiveness, 

confirmation, sympathy whose portrayals are characterized underneath. 

SQ measurements in an ATM study incorporates the accompanying: 

 
 

 Tangibles: It contains the actual hardware, its appearance, support benefits and surprisingly 

the presence of administration staff. 

 
 Reliability: It alludes how much the ATMs offer precise, trustworthy and opportune 

administrations to the clients. 

 

 

 Responsiveness: The eagerness of ATM specialist co-ops to help their clients and address 

their issues and needs. In tough spots it would likewise mean the ATM specialist organization’s 

capacity to react successfully. 

 

 Assurance: It alludes the issues of certainty and trust that customers have towards ATMs and 

sensation of security in use if there should be an occurrence of saw issues. 

 Empathy: It alludes the consideration and care that the ATM specialist co-op may offer to its 

clients and which may likewise to helpful working game plans in the utilization of ATMs. 

 

2.6 Challenges in Banking Industry 

 
2.6.1 Before Introduction of ATM 

Before the introduction of ATM, the banking industry was face with a number of challenges some of 

which were: 

Blockage 

Clients were constrained to get to the banks inside the specified working occasions and brought about 

them going home in order to beat the bank shutting time and this all the more frequently brought 

about clog. This used to affect contrarily on the nature of administration conveyance. However, the 

presentation of ATMs worked with speed of exchanges, improved openness and saved time for 

clients. 
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Costs 

 
Before the acquaintance of ATM banks needs with have various teller in the bank corridor which 

expands activity cost of the bank. The bank likewise needed to have various branches in various areas 

which brought about expenses of keeping up structures just as installment of lease for those that didn’t 

claim the structures they were utilizing. The presentation of ATMs assisted the saves money with 

being serious, improved client care and cut down costs (Cabas, 2001). 

2.6.2 Challenges after the Introduction of ATMs in Banking Industry 

The way that ATM innovation has the possibilities for changing nations into card-based economy 

rather than cash-based economy isn’t in question. This in any case, ATM innovation is confronted 

with numerous difficulties. These difficulties are classified into two – machine and human related 

difficulties (Odachi, Gebriel Nwabounu, 211) 

Machine Related Challenges: 

 

▪ Network Connectivity Problem: This is one of the issues confronting ATM application in 

Ethiopia. For this situation correspondence are given by Ethiopian Tele Com (ETC). ATMs are 

connected to the bank’s primary PC through the telecom station which in an ideal circumstance 

should be for all time up. An inconsistent correspondence connection will bring about the ATMs 

being disconnected more often than not. It is exceptionally frustrating when one goes to ATM to 

pull out some cash and will be informed that ATM is unavailable. 

• Quality of Notes: This is the actual condition of the notes that are placed in the ATM for 

apportioning purposes. The nature of notes that are placed in the ATM have direct bearing on 

how well or how gravely the ATM will work as terrible notes are normally the wellspring of 

note jams in the ATMs which brings about helpless assistance. 

•  No Cash in the Vault Syndrome: This is a circumstance where ATM runs out of money 

and not supplanted right away. 

• Inability of the Machine to Print out Receipt: At times ATM machine gives the client a screen 

message showing its failure to print receipt. This is extremely disillusioning as well. 

• Wrong Debiting: There are instances of ATM machine charging the record of a client without 

delivering the cash to him. It requires some investment to correct this issue. 
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• Card Trapping: At times the ATM card is caught inside the machine, along these lines baffling the 

proprietor. 

 

• here have been instances of ATM giving out cash without charging the record, or giving a higher 

worth notes because of inaccurate division stacked in the cash tapes. 

 
4. Human Related Challenges 

 
 

• Illiteracy/Lack of Skill: Some record holder can’t peruse and compose. These 

individuals think that it’s hard to utilize ATM card. Others come up short on the 

fundamental ability on the most proficient method to utilize ATM card. The outcome 

is that they look for help. A questionable colleague can take crucial data from the card, 

for example, the cardholder’s PIN and use it to dupe the individual being helped. 

 
• Basic ATM Infrastructure: Lack of essential framework, for example, power is a significant 

test to ATM application. 

 
• Robbery: Robbery at ATMs takes different shapes. The messengers who fill ATMs with cash 

are typically ransacked, and the cash in their ownership removed. Another ATM wrongdoing 

is the issue of a burglar trusting that a legitimate client will finish his exchange and be 

assaulted and looted. 

 
• Other burglary cases incorporate burglary of cash from ATMs by bank/ATM administration 

workers; burglary of individual recognizable proof numbers (PINs) through shoulder surfing; 

theft of ATM cards and compelling the proprietors to uncover the PINs and so on. 

 

 

4.2 Benefits of Using ATMs 

Tague (2010) saw that a plastic Automatic Teller Machine card connected to your ledger makes 

monetary exchanges a breeze by wiping out the misuse of composing checks or the risks of conveying 
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enormous amounts of money. The check cards advantage both the card holders and the banks. A 

portion of the advantages of ATM innovation decreased expense of exchanges for the two clients and 

banks. This has radically diminished financial time. The capacity of ATM card holder to make 

withdrawal anytime and anyplace near that person is perhaps the best advantage of ATM innovation. 

This has diminished the desolation of one running out of money. 

Another decent chance given by ATM to clients is the adaptability to move around with 

negligible money and accordingly lessen occurrence of burglary. ATM innovation when 

appropriately utilized will make the structure of credit only economy conceivable. ATM card 

has helped voyagers in acquiring Less expensive conversion standard. Unfamiliar ATM 

machines offer clients admittance to the discount conversion scale, which is frequently more 

affordable than paying assistance charges when trading money or explorers checks in 

unfamiliar bank or cash trade office (Odachi, Gebriel Nwabounu, 211). 

2.7.1 Benefits of ATMs to Banks 
 

Few advantages of ATMs referenced by ATM masters Triton (www.atmgurus.com) 

• ATMs lessen lines in financial lobbies 

• ATMs save banks expenses of employing tellers via robotizing many “tellers” exchanges 
 

• ATMs make broadened administration hours given by banks past conventional 9-5 

financial hours 

• ATMs have become the client’s generally well known and most utilized cooperation with 

the bank and a significant Customer Relations Management (CRM) and client 

maintenance instrument 

• Each off-premise and marked ATM turns into a publicizing and advertising instrument by 

placing the bank's signage before a great many extra potential financial clients in 

customarily non-bank areas 

• Branded off-premise ATMs stretch out the bank's perceivability to current clients, giving 

noticeable consolation of their bank's scope past the branch  

http://www.atmgurus/
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ATMs empower banks to re-plan branches into more modern client administrations and deals outlets 

• ATMs have empowered a few banks and non-bank monetary organizations to create fruitful 

"branchless" plans of action 

• ATMs reject ill-suited banknotes, keeping up banknote principles 

 
2.7.2 Benefit to Card Holders 

 

• ATMs permit residents to draw cash outside of banking hours, empowering retail cash buys 

nonstop 

• ATMs save cardholders transport expenses and time by bringing self-administration banking 

into advantageous, non-branch areas close to where they live, work and shop in an assortment 

of areas like shopping centers, stores, odds and ends shops, railroad stations, inns, air 

terminals, petroleum/service stations, mail depots, college grounds, eateries and bars, and so 

on, making efficient comfort for current residents 

• ATMs furnish cardholders going external their country with a reassuringly recognizable, 

uniform and understandable interface for acquiring cash 

 

• ATMs take into account simple installment of service bills and different capacities like 

garnish up broadcast appointment on cell/cell phones 

• ATMs can help cardholders screen their financial balances outside of bank hours through 

balance enquiries 

• ATM check cards use charge instead of credit encouraging monetary self-control rather than 

Visa installments which can, and do, stray into the red is bank decongestion, 

 

2.8 Empirical Survey 
 
 

Mesay Sata (2012) "Bank Administration Quality, Consumer loyalty and Reliability in Ethiopian 

Financial Area" Diary of Business Organization and the board Science Exploration Vol. 1(1), 2012. 

He attempted to examine the connection between administration quality, consumer loyalty and 

devotion" This examination utilizes five components of SERVPERF model. Connection and various 
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relapse were utilized to examine the connection among autonomous and subordinate factors. The 

relationship results demonstrate that there is a positive connection between the components of 

administration quality and consumer loyalty. The aftereffects of the relapse test showed that offering 

quality assistance emphatically affect by and large consumer loyalty. The examination demonstrates 

that compassion and responsiveness assume the main part in consumer loyalty level followed by 

substance, confirmation, lastly the bank dependability. 

Charles Mwatsika(2014 ) "Consumer loyalty with ATM banking in Malawi" African Diary of 

business The executives vol. 8(7), 2014. The investigation directed on information gathered from 353 

ATM card clients. The investigation embraced the significance execution approach (Fishbein and 

Ajzen, 1975) to gauge consumer loyalty. Estimation of fulfillment depended on execution just 

(SERVPERF). Illustrative and relationship investigation used to address research questions. The 

outcome shows that all help quality measurements fundamentally connect with consumer loyalty and 

responsiveness was the rundown performing administration quality measurement. The outcome 

further shows that dependability is the main measurement followed by responsiveness, compassion, 

confirmation and effects are the most un-significant measurement. 

Vijay M.Kumbhar (2011) "Consumer loyalty in ATM administration; exact confirmations from 

public and private area bank in India" The executives Exploration and Practice vol. 3, Issue 2/2011. 

The examination utilized execution just scale (SERVPERF) to survey administration quality and 

consumer loyalty. Illustrative and connection examination used to respond to investigate question. 

As indicated by the examination private area banks are giving more good ATM benefits when 

contrasted with public area banks. Observational proof of this examination shows that clients' 

discernment about productivity, security and responsiveness, cost viability, issue taking care of and 

pay and contact administration identified with ATM administration is low in both public and private 

area banks. 
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Source: Charles Mwatsika (2018), and modified by researcher: 

 
The above model assisted the examination to survey clients' fulfillment with ATM banking in 

chosen business banks situated in Addis Ababa by giving an unmistakable picture to evaluating 

Clients' apparent help nature of ATM banking through the estimation of their view of execution of 

ATM SQ credits in every one of the five measurements (Effects, responsiveness, dependability, 

affirmation, and sympathy). 

Examination writing recommends that assistance quality is a more explicit judgment which can 

prompt an expansive assessment of consumer loyalty (Oliver, 1993; Parasuraman et al, 1985, 1988, 

2015; Cronin and Taylor, 1994). Administration Quality is a predecessor of consumer loyalty 

(Anderson and Sullivan, 1993; Anderson and Fornell, 1994 ) and forerunner in the estimation of 

consumer loyalty .The more significant level of apparent help quality outcomes in expanded 

consumer loyalty. At the point when seen administration quality is not exactly expected help quality 

client will be disappointed (Jain and Gupta, 2004). 
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY 
 

3.1 Introduction 

 
This part gives a layout of the research approach and methodology utilized in the investigation. The 

wellspring of information needed for directing the investigation, testing procedure utilized, technique 

for information assortment and examination were introduced in these segments. In addition, the 

measurable strategy (SPSS) used to dissect the information and factual model utilized for show of 

the quantitative outcome momentarily talked about here in this section. 

3.2 Research Approach 
This exploration zeroed in on portraying the current circumstance of the issue and test the theory 

created from the writing audit and explanation of the issue. The speculation created attempted to test 

the connection between administration quality ascribes and SQ measurement had with consumer 

loyalty and furthermore evaluate the impact that this assistance quality measurements had on 

consumer loyalty. Elucidating and inferential investigation were utilized to address research 

questions. 

The surveys were disseminated dependent on accommodation and meant to address those individuals 

accepted to utilize ATM card for sensible period that is over a quarter of a year. Purposive examining 

was likewise utilized by focusing on specific associations workers utilizing their ATM card as pay 

installment and would be in a situation to give the required information. 

 

 

3.3 Target Population and Sample Size 

The investigation completed in Addis Ababa city. It was additionally led through a review of 

ATM clients at the accompanying banks: Commercial Bank, Dashen Bank and banks under 

PSS enrollment (AIB, BIB, UB and NIB) utilizing shared ATMs. There are around 1.8 million 

ATM card holders around there. The populace size of the banks under examination was 

thought to be very huge and the example size of 384 utilized for the investigation. The sample 

is taken based on the sample size determination table by Krejcie and Morgan (1970). Table 

3.1 shows target populace from which test was drawn for the examination. 
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Table 3.1 Target population of the study and sample taken 

 

 

Bank Number of ATM 

Machine 

Number of 

ATM Card 

holder 

Sample Taken / 

Questionnaire 

Distributed 

Responded 

CBE 889 1.300,000 260 210 

DB 214 303,045 76 68 

AIB 120 73,503* 49 38 

UB 70 52,102* 34 29 

NIB 20 39,275* 26 25 

BI 4 5,287* 4 4 

Total 1,317 1,773,212 450 379 

* ATMs under PSS membership using shared ATM 

The researcher conveyed 550 surveys with the assumption for certain polls will stay 

uncollectable; and likewise, just 379 polls gathered from respondents. Judgment inspecting 

was utilized as the banks under PSS participation and other two banks; Awash and 

Commercial Bank of Ethiopia picked for the investigation have a more noteworthy portrayal 

and experience than different banks that have not been thought of. Besides, the banks not 

considered have as of late obtained ATMs. Comfort examining was utilized for the 

examination. 

3.4 Data Sources and Data Collection Techniques 
 

Essential and auxiliary information was utilized for the examination: 

 

Essential information was gotten via surveys that were both organized and open finished and these 

were conveyed to the previously mentioned banks ATM client accepted to invest their energy really 

fill the poll. Perception and some conversation with ATM client likewise led during different visit to 

ATMs stations. 

Auxiliary information got from news print diaries, magazines and web which incorporates search 

from organizations' site and narratives. 
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3.5 Questionnaire Development and Administration 
 

The survey things embraced from past investigates which recognizes ATM administration quality 

ascribes suggested by various scientists (Charles Mwatsika et. al., 2014). After the things are 

distinguished, the polls managed to the objective populace through close to home contact by the 

scientist and their help. Comfort just as judgment was utilized in the conveyance of survey to the 

ATM clients. Purposive inspecting was likewise used to address those individuals that normal 

sensibly to utilize ATMs at any rate once in a month and choosing those organizations with 

representatives under their area that would be in a situation to give the required information. The 

quantity of surveys appropriated to each banks client under examination made relatively that depends 

on the level of card holders from the objective populace. 

The previously mentioned examining procedure additionally utilized with the plan to work with the 

assortment of surveys from the respondents by choosing those associations working with the above 

banks having sensible number of card holders. In the wake of recognizing those organizations the 

scientist allocated people with the ability to put together the dissemination and convenient assortment 

of surveys. Around 20 people including four branch chiefs engaged with the dissemination and 

assortment of polls. 

3.6 Data Analysis Methods 
 

The collect data was analyzed through descriptive statistics then proper tools and techniques were applied 

for classification and analysis of data. The main tools that applied for classification of data were tables, 

charts and graphs. Excel software helped to transform the variables into format suitable for data analysis, 

after which SPSS software was used for the analysis. 

In addition to the above, other statistical tools such as ratios and percentage were used for the analysis. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: DATA ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS 

 

4.1 Introduction 

The information were broke down in various segments: unwavering quality and non-reaction 

inclination examination, elucidating investigation, relationship examination, and numerous relapse 

examination. 

• Reliability: in an investigation centers around whether the examination strategy and 

configuration are precise (Cooper and Schindler, 2008). 

• Validity: It alludes to how much a factual instrument estimates what it is expected to quantify. 

It accentuates the exactness of an estimation instrument (Cooper and Schindler, 2008). 

• Descriptive measurements: to look at the factors being utilized dependent on their 

presentation. 

• Correlation examination utilizing Pearson's test was utilized to analyze the relationship 

between administration quality ascribes or measurements and consumer loyalty. 

• Multiple relapse investigation was utilized trying to show the effect of five help quality 

measurements in clarifying the general fulfillment of clients in ATM banking. 

4.2 Reliability 

The researcher started the data analysis by examining the reliability and validity of the sample 

data. The Cronbach Alpha score ranges from 0 to 1.  George and Mallery (2003)  provide the 

following rules of thumb: “_ > .9 – Excellent, _ > .8 – Good, _ > .7 – Acceptable, _ > .6 

– Questionable, _ 

> .5 – Poor, and _ < .5 – Unacceptable” (p. 231). 

 
Table 4.1: Reliability Statistics for all service quality attributes 

 

Cronbach's Alpha Cronbach's Alpha Based on 

Standardized Items 

No of Items 

.917 .918 26 

Source: Compiled by author from SPSS version 20 result, 2020 
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4.2: Reliability Statistics for  service quality dimensions and customer satisfaction 

 

Cronbach's Alpha Cronbach's Alpha Based on 

Standardized Items 
N of Items 

.893 .894 6 

Source: Compiled by author from SPSS version 20 result, 2020 

 
.3 Validity Test (KMO and Bartlett's Test) 

KMO estimates test sufficiency of the examination. It is supposed to be worthy measure if the KMO 

is .6 or higher worth (Sharma 1996). According to (Table 4.2) KMO proportion of test ampleness for 

all factors is more noteworthy than .6 for all spaces with a worth of .793 for unwavering quality, .716 

for responsiveness, .606 for affirmation, .675 for sympathy and, .837 for effects. 

From the KMO test, it tends to be reasoned that the example is satisfactory to gauge as the KMO for 

all help quality measurement is over the suggested esteem. 

Table 4.3: KMO and Bartlett’s Test 
 

 

Variables   

Reliability KMO measure of Sampling Adequacy .793 

Responsiveness KMO measure of Sampling Adequacy .716 

Assurance KMO measure of Sampling Adequacy .606 

Empathy KMO measure of Sampling Adequacy .675 

Tangibles KMO measure of Sampling Adequacy .837 

Source: Compiled by author from SPSS version 20 result, 2020 
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Respondents Demographics 
Table 4.4 Demographics statistics 

 

  Frequency  
Percent 

Valid 

Percent 

Cumulative 

e Percent 

 
 
Gender 

Male 300 67.8 67.8 67.8 

Female 145 32.2 32.2 100.0 

 Total 445 100.0 100.0  

 

 

 

 
Age 

21 - 30 164 43.3 43.3 43.3 

 

 

 

 
Age 

21 - 30 164 43.3 43.3 43.3 

31-40 144 38.0 38.0 81.3 

41-50 62 16.4 16.4 97.6 

>51 9 2.4 2.4 100.0 

 Total 379 100.0 100.0  

 Total 379 100.0 100.0  

source: own survey, 2021 
 

Table 4.4 shows more than 80% of ATM users age ranges from age 21 - 40 and indicates that 

this banking channel more preferred by younger societal group. Hence, commercial banks 

need to do more to create awareness among the society at different age group. 

 
 

4.3 Descriptive Data Analysis 

Information acquired from the respondents utilizing ATM card appeared in table 4.3. An 

aggregate of 379 respondents gave their assessment on saw administration quality and generally 

speaking fulfillment. 

Arrangement of administration quality ascribes in Table 4.5 to their particular measurement 

embraced from past scientists (Charles Mwatsika et al., 2018). 
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Table 4.5: Service quality attributes statistics 
 

 
 

 
Service attributes 

Mean 
Std. 
 
Deviation 

Number 
Quality 

Dimension 

User friendliness of ATM system 4.1636 .92847 379 Reliability 

Speed of ATM operation 3.9393 .97265 379 Reliability 

Cash availability in ATMs 3.6570 1.01758 379 Reliability 

Accuracy of Transaction by ATMs 3.4828 1.16909 379 Reliability 

ATMs not out of order 2.9947 1.05659 379 Reliability 

Waiting times ATMs 3.9604 1.04198 379 Reliability 

Employee effectiveness in solving ATM problem 3.0449 1.00822 379 Responsiveness 

Employee speed in responding to ATM problems 3.1003 1.00025 379 Responsiveness 

Returning fast swallowed cards 3.1557 1.01290 379 Responsiveness 

Quick replacement of lost cards 2.5594 1.11200 379 Responsiveness 

Easy process of applying for ATM cards 3.7388 .88661 379 Responsiveness 

Bank employee’s friendliness 3.5541 1.0686 379 Responsiveness 

Advise on ATM usage and security 3.5567 1.14957 379 Assurance 

Privacy when using ATMs 3.8259 1.12747 379 Assurance 

Security at ATMs 3.8311 1.00685 379 Assurance 

Fees charged 3.8918 .94640 379 Empathy 

Convenient location 3.4776 1.11574 379 Empathy 

Accessibility of employee to solve ATM problem 3.1451 1.07030 379 Empathy 

Easy access to ATMs 3.3087 1.23751 379 Empathy 

Cleanness of ATMs and ATM stations 3.8338 .89757 379 Tangible 

Appearance of corporate branding on ATMs 3.5884 1.10049 379 Tangible 

Issuing of clean or new notes 3.7361 1.08819 379 Tangible 

Issuing of readable slips 3.2533 1.23409 379 Tangible 

Accessibility of wide range of services 3.1583 1.21335 379 Tangible 

Number of ATMs per station 2.8654 1.21731 379 Tangible 

Generally, how happy are you with ATM service 

that is provided by the banks? 
3.670 .96742 379 

 

Source: Compiled by author from SPSS version 22 result, 2019 
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Table 4.5 shows ease of use of ATMs, Speed of tasks, cash accessibility, holding up occasions, 

ease of cycle to apply for ATM cards, bank workers amicability, exhort on ATM utilization, 

protection, security, expenses charged, cleanness of ATM, appearance of corporate brand and 

giving of clean notes had the most noteworthy mean of above 3.5. 

ATM administration quality had the least mean of under 3.5 in precision of exchange by ATMs, ATMs not faulty, 

worker adequacy in tackling issues, representative speed in reacting to ATM issues, returning quick gulped cards, 

fast substitution of lost cards, advantageous area,  

availability of worker to take care of issue, simple admittance to ATMs, giving of discernible 

slips, openness of wide scope of administrations and number of ATMs per station. 

 
Table 4.6: Descriptive Statistics of Service Quality Dimensions 

 

 

 
Mean 

Std. 

 
Deviation 

N 

Reliability 3.6996 .72831 379 

Responsiveness 3.1922 .61966 379 

Assurance 3.7379 .83001 379 

Empathy 3.4558 .84017 379 

Tangibles 3.4059 .80549 379 

Generally, how   happy   are   you with 

ATM   service that is provided by the 

 
3.6702 

 
.96742 

 
379 

Source: Compiled by author from SPSS version 22 result, 2020 

Descriptive statistics of Table 4.6 shows service quality attributes under reliability and assurance 

on average had the highest mean (3.7 and 3.738) respectively. Items under responsiveness 

dimension were perceived lowest (3.192). 
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Table 4.7: Rating of ATM attribute according to their perceived performance “good to 

Very good” 

Item Performing ‘good to Very 

User friendliness of ATM system 80.2% 

Speed of ATM operation 75.2% 

Cash availability in ATMs 61.8% 

Accuracy of Transaction by ATMs 53.3% 

ATMs not out of order 31.2% 

Waiting times ATMs 74.2% 

Employee effectiveness in solving ATM problem 39.0% 

Employee speed in responding to ATM problems 37.5% 

Returning fast swallowed cards 40.7% 

Quick replacement of lost cards 23.2% 

Bank employee friendliness 61.7% 

Easy process of applying for ATM cards 63.0% 

Security at ATMs 70.7% 

Advise on ATM usage and security 58.0% 

Privacy when using ATMs 68.4% 

Fees charged 67.0% 

Convenient location 56.4% 

Accessibility of employee to solve ATM problem 37.2% 

Easy access to ATMs 49.3% 

Cleanness of ATMs and ATM stations 74.4% 

Appearance of corporate branding on ATMs 60.7% 

Issuing of clean or new notes 72.8% 

Issuing of readable slips 50.4% 

Accessibility of wide range of services 43.8% 

Number of ATMs per station 33.7% 

Customer Satisfaction 68.6% 

Source: Compiled by author from SPSS version 20 result 
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Table 4.7 shows performance rate of ATM SQ attributes to be performing ‘good’ to ‘very good’ 

by respondents. ATM services have been rated to perform extremely well in system usability by 

80.2% of the respondents, speed of ATMs (75.2%), waiting times ATMs (74.2%), security at 

ATMs (70.7%), cleanness of ATMs and ATM stations (74.4%) and issuing of clean or new 

notes (72.8%). 

Performance ratings on average have been very low in responsiveness (44.19%). Banks in 

Ethiopia are performing poorly in the provision of responsive ATM services. Employee 

effectiveness was rated good by only by 39% of the participants; employee speed in responding 

to ATM problem 37.5%, returning fast swallowed cards 40.7%, quick replacement of lost cards 

23.2%, accessibility of employees to solve ATM problem 37.2%, easy access to ATMs 49.3%, 

accessibility of wide range services 43.8 and number of ATM per station 33.7% and all these 

attributes perceived low in performance relate to personnel and management decision making. 

Table 4.8: Performance rating of service quality dimension “good to very good” 
 
 

 
Service quality Dimension 

Performance rate in 

% (good to Very 

Tangibles 55.98 

Reliability 62.62 

Responsiveness 44.19 

Assurance 65.70 

Empathy 52.50 

  

Source: Compiled by author from SPSS version 20 result 

Table 4.5 shows ease of use of ATMs, Speed of tasks, cash accessibility, holding up occasions, 

ease of cycle to apply for ATM cards, bank workers amicability, exhort on ATM utilization, 

protection, security, expenses charged, cleanness of ATM, appearance of corporate brand and 

giving of clean notes had the most noteworthy mean of above 3.5. 

ATM administration quality had the least mean of under 3.5 in precision of exchange by ATMs, 

ATMs not faulty, worker adequacy in tackling issues, representative speed in reacting to ATM 

issues, returning quick gulped cards, fast substitution of lost cards, advantageous area, availability 

of worker to take care of issue, simple admittance to ATMs, giving of discernible slips, openness 
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of wide scope of administrations and number of ATMs per station. 

 

4.4 Correlation Analysis 

 
The interrelationships of perceived service quality dimensions in the study were also investigated 

through correlation analysis. This section involves answers to Research Question 2 and 3. 

Table 4.9: Spearman Correlation between SQ Attributes and Customer Satisfaction 
 

 

 
Items 

ATM SQ performance correlation 

Spearman Sig. (2-tailed) 

User friendliness of ATM system .374** 0.000 

Speed of ATM operation .502** 0.000 

Cash availability in ATMs .467** 0.000 

Accuracy of Transaction by ATMs .514** 0.000 

ATMs not out of order .470** 0.000 

Waiting times ATMs .471** 0.000 

Employee effectiveness in solving ATM problem .200** 0.000 

Employee speed in responding to ATM problems .234** 0.000 

Returning fast swallowed cards .208** 0.000 

Quick replacement of lost cards .380** 0.000 

Bank employee friendliness .275** 0.000 

Easy process of applying for ATM cards .551** 0.000 

Security at ATMs .642** 0.000 

Advise on ATM usage and security .426** 0.000 

Privacy when using ATMs .350** 0.000 

Fees charged .641** 0.000 

Convenient location .386** 0.000 

Accessibility of employee to solve ATM problem .628** 0.000 

Easy access to ATMs .530** 0.000 

Cleanness of ATMs and ATM stations .438** 0.000 

Appearance of corporate branding on ATMs .568** 0.000 

Issuing of clean or new notes .447** 0.000 

Issuing of readable slips .372** 0.000 

Accessibility of wide range of services .655** 0.000 

Number of ATMs per station .426** 0.000 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2- tailed). List wise N= 379 
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 

 
Source: Compiled by author from SPSS version 20  
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Table 4.9 shows the relationship between all the indicator factors and ward variable. The relationship 

examination between ATM administrations fulfillment and ATM SQ credits shows that all SQ 

ascribes altogether associate agreeable to clients decidedly with the exception of four things under 

responsiveness measurements. Prominently expenses charged, simple admittance to ATMs, security 

when utilizing ATMs, openness of wide scope of administrations unequivocally and fundamentally 

associate to ATM administration fulfillment. Under the responsiveness measurement just speedy 

substitution of lost cards essentially relates to consumer loyalty. Yet, under responsiveness 

measurement, worker adequacy in tackling ATM related issues, representative speed in reacting to 

ATM issue, returning quick gulped cards and bank workers agreeableness corresponds to other 

quality ascribes which doesn't in itself connect agreeable to clients. 
From Table 4.9 it was reasoned that Service quality ascribes apparent by clients has huge relationship 

with consumer loyalty; thus, we reject Ho1 and acknowledge Ha1. 

Table 4.10: Spearman correlation between service quality dimension and customer 

satisfaction 

 

 

 Customer 

Satisfaction 
Reliability 

y 

Responsiveness 

s 

Assurance Empathy Tangibles 

Customer Satisfaction 1.000 - - - - - 

Reliability .658 1.000 - - - - 

Responsiveness .485 .515 1.000 - - - 

Assurance .655 .542 .482 1.000 - - 

Empathy .671 .627 .432 .573 1.000 - 

Tangibles .672 .507 .371 .635 .595 1.000 

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed 
Source: Compiled by author from SPSS version 20, 2020 

 

Table 4.10 shows that all SQ measurements altogether associate to consumer loyalty at different 

degrees relying upon the sort of SQ property they contain. The most noteworthy connection is 

between confirmation, physical assets and consumer loyalty (0.683); trailed by unwavering quality 

(.653) and compassion (.662). The most vulnerable connection is among responsiveness and 

consumer loyalty (.514). From the above table we can reason that Service quality measurement saw 
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by clients has huge relationship with consumer loyalty; henceforth, we reject Ho2 and acknowledge 

Ha2. 

4.5 Multiple Regression Analysis 

 
Various relapse examination was used to explore the connection between administration 

quality measurements (autonomous factors) and consumer loyalty (subordinate variable) or 

the commitment of every one of the free factors to subordinate variable responding to 

Research Question 4. 

Table 4.11: Regression Model Summary 

 
 

 

 

 

 
Model 

 

 

 

 
R 

 

 

 

 
R Square 

 

 

Adjusted 

R 

Square 

 
Std. 

Error of 

the 

Estimate 

Change Statistics  

 

Durbin 

- 

Watso 

R 

Square 

Change 

F 

 

Change 

 
df1 

 
df2 

Sig. F 

Chang 

e 

1 .802a .643 .638 .58168 .643 134.514 5 373 .000 1.683 

a. Predictors: (Constant), Tangibles, Responsiveness, Empathy, Reliability, Assurance 
 

b. Dependent Variable: Generally, how happy are you with ATM service that is provided by the 

banks? 

Source: Compiled by author from SPPSS version 20, 2020 

 

 
Table 4.12 ANOVA 

 
 

Model Sum of df Mean Square F Sig. 

Regression 

1 

227.567 5 45.513 134.514 .000b 

126.206 373 .338 

353.773 378  

 

a. Dependent Variable: Generally, how happy are you with ATM service that is 
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provided by the banks? 

a. Predictors: (Constant), Tangibles, Responsiveness, Empathy, Reliability, Assurance 

 

 
Table 4.11 used to research the connection between administration quality measurements 

(autonomous factors) and consumer loyalty (subordinate variable). According to the relapse result, 

the changed R square of .638 demonstrates 63.8% of the variety in the reliant variable for example 

consumer loyalty is clarified by these five indicators (effects, dependability, confirmation, sympathy 

and responsiveness); while the remainder of 36.2% consumer loyalty is impacted by different factors 

outside the variable under investigation. 

Table 4.12 shows the ANOVA trial of the model which affirms consumer loyalty as a component of 

administration quality measurement utilized by the specialist. The outcome shows that the 

arrangement of indicators is genuinely critical at anticipating consumer loyalty at 0.01 degree of 

importance. The outcomes further help the examination model, which shows administration quality 

as a forerunner of consumer loyalty. 

Table 4.13: Coefficients 

 
 

 
Model 

Unstandardized 

d 

Standardize 

d 

 
 

t 

 
 

Sig. 

Collinearity 

y 

B Std. Error Beta Tolerance VIF 

(Constant) 

Reliability 

Responsiveness 

1 

Assurance 

Empathy 

-.609 .182  -3.357 .001   

.282 .058 .212 4.864 .000 .501 1.995 

.125 .061 .080 2.056 .040 .636 1.573 

.253 .056 .217 4.557 .000 .422 2.372 

.255 .050 .222 5.103 .000 .508 1.970 

.297 .055 .247 5.380 .000 .453 2.206 

a. Dependent Variable: Customer Satisfaction 

 

Source: Compiled by author from SPPSS version 20, 2020 
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According to different relapse coefficients result (Table 4.13), consumer loyalty is emphatically 

impacted by all assistance quality measurement. The table further assists us with evaluating the 

impact of every indicator had on consumer loyalty. For instance, in the B section for dependability the 

worth .282 implies that for each one-unit expansion in the reaction to this inquiry, fulfillment increments 

by .282 units. From the above table unmistakable 

(.297) had the most noteworthy impact followed by unwavering quality (.282). In any case, 

responsiveness (.125) had minimal impact on consumer loyalty contrasted with different 

measurements. 

By utilizing the B coefficients for all critical indicator, we can make an expectation condition to use 

for generally consumer loyalty. Additionally, Table 4.13 assists us with distinguishing basic indicator 

that serves to fundamentally improve consumer loyalty. In light of that business banks can foster 

proficient and viable methodology for improving consumer loyalty, with an attention on just 

important highlights. Banks likewise utilize this data to make expectations about disappointed clients, 

and target future advertising endeavors fittingly. 
From table 4.11, 4.12 and 4.13 we can reason that Service quality credits apparent by clients has huge 

effects on consumer loyalty or offering quality assistance decidedly affect generally consumer 

loyalty; subsequently, we reject Ho3 and acknowledged Ha3. 
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CHAPTER FIVE: SUMMARY OF FINDINGS, CONCLUSION AND 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 Summary of Findings 

The aftereffect of the investigation shows that over portion of the respondents that is 68.6% of 

respondents are happy with ATM administrations from their separate banks. The investigation further 

shows around 119 (31.4%) of the respondents disagreed with or were impartial to ward this thing The 

outcome shows all SQ ascribes and measurements fundamentally associate to consumer loyalty. 

Administration quality ascribes apparent by clients has huge impacts on consumer loyalty, supporting 

the examination model, which shows administration quality as a precursor of consumer loyalty 

Execution evaluations on dependability and confirmation measurement have been the most elevated. 

Execution rating on normal has been low in responsiveness (44.19%) 

Worker adequacy, representative speed in reacting to ATM issue, returning quick gulped cards, fast 

substitution of lost cards, openness of representatives to tackle ATM issue, simple admittance to ATMs, 

availability of wide reach administrations and number of ATM per station appraised great to awesome 

by under half of respondents. All credits identified with staff and the executive’s dynamic played out 

the most minimal. In everyday qualities in physical assets and dependability measurement whose 

presentation saw great, are firmly identified with execution of ATM innovation while the traits in 

responsiveness saw not very great identify with staff and the board usefulness. 

5.2 Conclusion 

This investigation affirms a large portion of the respondents are genuinely happy with bank ATM 

administrations. All the SQ ascribes received from observational explores are substantial qualities of 

ATM SQ and that all the five SQ measurements altogether partner with consumer loyalty. ATM 

advancements introduced by the banks are easy to use, have great operational speed and basically no 

holding up occasions at ATMs. This show that banks in Ethiopia have put resources into powerful ATM 

advancements that upgrade the exhibition of ATM SQ however the disadvantage is the supporting 

administrations and the board choices in the conveyance of ATM administrations. The outcome has 

additionally discovered that assistance quality execution under responsiveness measurement playing out 

the least among the other help quality measurement. ATM banking played out the least in ATMs not 

faulty,  
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worker adequacy in taking care of ATM issue, representative speed in reacting to ATM issues, returning 

quick gulped cards, fast substitution of lost cards, openness of representative to take care of ATM issues, 

simple admittance to ATMs, availability of wide scope of administration and number of ATMs per 

station. 

Most ascribes apparent low in execution are identified with faculty and the executive’s dynamic. 

Contest in financial industry is getting extreme, and to make upper hand and consumer loyalty just 

through ATM innovation, can't bring the proposed result, in a manner of speaking in the early 

acquaintance of ATM with the market. Henceforth, banks to make upper hand and accomplish more 

consumer loyalty needs to improve supporting assistance and administrative choice, chipping away at 

those space recognized by the scientist as a shortcoming in ATM banking. 

 

5.3 Recommendation 

There is a need to improve in ATM cards application measure, representative viability and speed in 

taking care of ATM issues like quick return of cards and fast substitution of lost cards and passwords. 

Improved administration choices are required when introducing ATMs to furnish clients easily of 

access and accommodation in the use of ATM administration to guarantee expanded inclination to 

ATM banking. ATM overseers should be all around prepared to deal with client inquiries 

unquestionably and ably. The bank ought to give telephone backing to customers who Experience 

administration interruption, so clients can get immediate help. What's more, there ought to be a reserve 

group equipped with a vehicle that can be dispatched to any area where a client faces a comfort. There 

is need to enhance the correspondence interface by the banks negotiating with Ethio Tel Com to stay 

away from interruptions which brings about correspondence break between the ATM and fundamental 

worker coming about inability to handle the exchange precisely. Bank ought to consider having staff 

explicitly relegated to do routine checks with the clients to develop their reaction to questions as this 

one space of concern. The administration of bank ought to guarantee that officials responsible for 

ATMs should consistently made sufficient money accessible in order to empower the machine 

administer money to clients at whatever point need emerges. Nature of notes is adversely influencing 

nature of administration gave to client through ATMs. 

 The nature of notes should be improved to keep away from note jams in the ATMs. 

Henceforth, all banks should strive to make attention to the significance and comfort it brings for them, 
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among people in general everywhere to build ATM card holders and further more ought to embrace a 

comprehensive technique to advance ATM utilization at the branch. The specialist evaluated consumer 

loyalty on ATM banking centering just in Addis Ababa. Consequently, it will be important to 

reproduce this examination on an example distinctive in segment attributes like having low degrees of 

schooling and detached locales of the country, for correlation of the investigation results. This likewise 

would help in creating ATM banking as essential access channel for bank items and administrations. 

5.4 Future Research 

The specialist evaluated consumer loyalty on ATM banking centering just in Addis Ababa. 

Consequently, it will be important to reproduce this examination on an example distinctive in 

segment attributes like having low degrees of schooling and detached locales of the country, 

for correlation of the investigation results. This likewise would help in creating ATM banking 

as essential access channel for bank items and administrations. 
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Appendix 1: Questionnaire for ATM users 
 

 

May 15, 2021 
 

 

 
 

Survey Questionnaire Part 1 

A. General information 

Customer Name: -------------------------------------- 

Bank Name: ---------------------------------------------- 

Type of Account: Current / Savings / Fixed Deposit / Any other 

 

 
Gender: Male / Female 

Marital Status: Married / Single 

Age: 

▪ Under 20 

▪ 21 – 30 years 

▪ 31 – 40 years 

▪ 41 – 50 years 

▪ Above 50 years 

http://www.atmgurus.com/
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Questionnaire for ATM users 

 
 

Your Bank    
 

 

Performance of ATMs against the following variables / 

 
 

 
S. No 

 

 
Service quality attributes 

 

Very 
 

Poor 
 
 

Neutral 

 

 
Good 

 

Very Good 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 

User friendliness of ATM system 
     

2 Speed of ATM operation      

3 
Cash availability in ATMs 

     

4 Accuracy of Transaction by ATMs      

5 
ATMs not out of order 

     

6  

Waiting times ATMs 
     

7 

Employee effectiveness in solving ATM problem 
     

8 
Employees speed in responding to ATM problems 

     

9 Returning fast swallowed cards      

10 Quick replacement of lost cards      
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S. 

No 

 

 
Service quality attributes 

Very poor 
Poor 

Neutral 
Good 

Very Good 

1 2 3 4 5 

11 Bank employee friendliness      

12 Security at ATMs      

13 Fees Charged      

14 Convenient location      

15 Accessibility of employee to solve ATM problem      

16 Easy access to ATMs      

17 Advise on ATM usage and security      

18 Privacy when using ATMs      

19 easy process of applying for ATM 

cards 

     

20 Cleanliness of ATMs and ATM 

stations 

     

21 Appearance of corporate  branding 

on ATMs 
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S. No 

 

 
Service quality attributes 

Very poor  

Poor 
Neutral  

Good 
Very Good 

1 2 3 4 5 

22 Issuing of clean or new notes      

23 Issuing of readable slips      

24 Accessibility of wide range of 

services 

     

25 Number of ATMs per station      

 
 

1. Generally how happy are you with ATM service that is provided by the banks? 

A. Very poor 

B. Poor 

C. Neutral 

D. Good 

E. Very good 

2. What do you think needs to be done to improve the service you get through the ATM. 
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